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Register HK Event: Re-thinking the Hong Kong Tramway as a
Rooted but Future Orientated Form of Sustainable
Transportation (Nov 24, 3:30 pm)

As Hong Kong’s most sustainable form of public transportation, the tramway has been in
operation across the northern districts of Hong Kong Island for 120 years. The Hong Kong
Jockey Club University of Chicago Heritage Courtyard and Interpretation Centre has
organized a themed exhibition to celebrate the anniversary of Hong Kong Tramways and
commemorate this important and historic milestone for Hong Kong transportation. 

With the continued development of public transportation and some inherent restrictions in
how the tramway can be used and accessed, the tramway in Hong Kong is facing a
questionable future with passenger figures falling. 

This lecture will discuss how the tramway could be integrated into future planning to
revitalize the atmosphere and economy of the streetscape and realize the sustainability of
the tramway. 

ZOOM WEBINAR

https://goo.gl/forms/1AeGjgZPtCmzQxUQ2
https://t.e2ma.net/message/g49n8i/oaw7dx
https://uchicagogroup.zoom.us/webinar/register/6216508769646/WN_-_URssLUQEmIpKKyKyrPJQ
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/uchicago-presents-tram-tales-120-years-of-hong-kong-tramways-registration-755137355157?aff=enews1hr


IN-PERSON REGISTRATION

Register HK Event: The Mysteries of Sanxingdui: Reflections
on the Hong Kong Palace Museum Exhibition (Nov 28, 6:00
pm)

Mysteries remain regarding the archaeological discoveries at Sanxingdui and the
University of Chicago Hong Kong will assemble an expert panel to discuss them!

Leading China scholar Professor Edward Shaughnessy will moderate a panel of experts
including:  Dr. Wang Shengyu, Hong Kong Palace Museum, Professor Li Kin Sum,
Hong Kong Baptist University, and Professor Peng Peng, the Chinese University of Hong
Kong. These experts will share the latest findings from Sanxingdui discoveries. They will
also discuss the cultural and historical significance of Sanxingdui in the context of the Hong
Kong Palace Museum’s latest exhibition.

Join us on Tuesday, November 28, at 6pm in-person on the UChicago campus in Hong
Kong to explore the mysteries of Sanxingdui and learn our latest understanding about
these ancient cultures.

IN-PERSON REGISTRATION

168 Victoria Road, Mount Davis, Hong Kong
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